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PUBLIC SEMINAR

2003 UNIVERSITY ASSESSMENT FELLOWS
[Sponsored by Academic Planning and Assessment, Office of the Provost]

1:00 PM TO 4:00 PM, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 2004

Room 1010 (Small Auditorium) Fetzer Center, Western Michigan University

- Welcome, seminar purpose, and introductions – Professor Linda Delene
- 1:15 PM - “Assessing the Quality of Library Services”
  Galen Rike, University Libraries
- 1:40 PM – “Assessing Student Understanding of Mathematical Proofs”
  Tabitha Mingus, Mathematics
- 2:05 PM – “Assessing Student Preparedness for Field Experiences”
  Bryce Dickey, Family and Consumer Sciences
- 2:20 – 2:40 PM - Refreshment Break and Assessment Grant Information
- 2:40 PM – “Assessing Life Long Learning Skills of Engineering Students”
  Betsy Aller, Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering
  Barbara Cockrell, University Libraries
- 3:00 PM – “Occupational Therapy Program Evaluation Database”
  Jaclyn West-Frasier, Occupational Therapy
  Kieran Fogarty, MD, Occupational Therapy
- 3:20 PM – “Determination of a Rating Scale for the Visual Arts”
  Joyce Kubiski, School of Art

PLEASE NOTE: The purpose of the seminar is to present and demonstrate some of the grant results accomplished by the 2003 Assessment Fellows during the academic year. The Fellows will summarize purpose of their assessment grants, issues encountered, and lessons learned in the process in conducting departmental-level assessment. The seminar is open to the public and all are welcome. These presentations will be especially interesting to faculty considering assessment grant applications for implementation during the 2004-2005 academic year.

If you have questions, please e-mail Linda Delene at Linda.delene@wmich.edu.